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A triangular three-dye DNA switch capable of
reconﬁgurable molecular logic†
Susan Buckhout-White,ac Jonathan C. Claussen,acd Joseph S. Melinger,b
Zaire Dunningham,a Mario G. Ancona,b Ellen R. Goldmana and Igor L. Medintz*a
Structural DNA nanotechnology has developed profoundly in the last several years allowing for the creation
of increasingly sophisticated devices capable of discrete sensing, locomotion, and molecular logic. The
latter research ﬁeld is particularly attractive as it provides information processing capabilities that may
eventually be applied in situ, for example in cells, with potential for even further coupling to an active
response such as drug delivery. Rather than design a new DNA assembly for each intended logic
application, it would be useful to have one generalized design that could provide multiple diﬀerent logic
gates or states for a targeted use. In pursuit of this goal, we demonstrate a switchable, triangular dye-
labeled three-arm DNA scaﬀold where the individual arms can be assembled in diﬀerent combinations
and the linkage between each arm can be physically removed using toehold-mediated strand
displacement and then replaced by a rapid anneal. Rearranging this core structure alters the rates of
Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer (FRET) between each of the two or three pendant dyes giving rise to a
rich library of unique spectral signatures that ultimately form the basis for molecular photonic logic
gates. The DNA scaﬀold is designed such that diﬀerent linker lengths joining each arm, and which are
used as the inputs here, can also be used independently of one another thus enhancing the range of
molecular gates. The functionality of this platform structure is highlighted by easily conﬁguring it into a
series of one-, two- and three-input photonic Boolean logic gates such as OR, AND, INHIBIT, etc., along
with a photonic keypad lock. Diﬀerent gates can be realized in the same structure by altering which dyes
are interrogated and implementation of toehold-mediated strand displacement and/or annealing allows
reconﬁgurable switching between input states within a single logic gate as well as between two diﬀerent
gating devices.
Introduction
From Seeman's original double crossover junction1 to the
explosion of geometries triggered by Rothemund's origami,2
DNA nanotechnology continues to grow with a seemingly
limitless range of 3-dimensional architectures being explored.
In addition to single-state static structures, the advent of
toehold exchange3 and strand displacement have led to the
creation of active DNA-based motors and machines.4,5 Further-
more, the ability to attach particles and photoactive molecules
to the DNA has led to a variety of new concepts in sensing, drug
delivery, biophotonics and biocomputing.6–10 The latter area in
particular represents a sophisticated realization of molecular
logic devices where DNA's ability to encode information within
its sequence along with its structural capabilities have the
potential to create new kinds of molecular-scale information
processing and computing devices. Such solution-phase
molecular logic devices may be uniquely compatible with, for
example, in vitro and in vivo biochemical applications where the
primarily aqueous environments and nanoscale size range of
the targets (i.e., intracellular activity) are generally incompatible
with standard electronic approaches.11,12 Indeed, exploitation of
oligonucleotide-based assemblies has enhanced the complexity
of such devices and has led to the implementation of a myriad
of logic gates13–16 and autonomous computing machines.17–19
The ability of DNA-based logic devices to utilize a wide range
of biochemical congurations and biological recognition points
stems directly from the immense permutational possibilities of
Watson–Crick base pairing. In one of the more common
experimental approaches, these biochemical operations are
carried out using a pre-mixed set of oligos that execute a highly-
parallelized combinatorial logic.20,21 The complexity and capa-
bility of such solution-phase DNA logic can be enhanced by
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incorporating immobilized uorescent molecules onto the DNA
in such a way as to communicate optically via Fo¨rster resonance
energy transfer (FRET).22–25 FRET is well suited for nanoscale
computing in that it operates only at short-range (<10 nm) due
to its dependence on dipole–dipole coupling between the donor
and acceptor dyes, an interaction that falls oﬀ as the inverse
sixth power of distance (r6).26,27 This strong spatial localization
together with tight donor–acceptor spectral overlap require-
ments imply that photonic crosstalk between distinct energy
pathways can be largely eliminated with appropriate design,
thus permitting highly compact information processing.22
Moreover, FRET provides an automatic chemical-to-optical
transduction and so builds in an eﬀective means for handling
the output. Solution-phase, FRET-based devices have been
utilized to create biophotonic logic gates (e.g., OR, AND) and
circuits (e.g., multiplexer/demultiplexer, keypad lock) in which
the inputs are biochemical and the Boolean outputs are derived
from the optical emission in parallel single-stage experiments
that are observed unitarily (i.e., with just one FRET process
involved)28–30 or at varying time points using long-lifetime
terbium (Tb) chelates in conjunction with multi-FRET
processes.31,32 DNA-based FRET logic devices have also been
devised that utilize parallel single-stage combinations of DNA–
FRET pairs to create distinct photoluminescence (PL) output by
turning the FRET “ON” or ”OFF” through sequence-specic
DNA hybridizations.7,33 More recently, one-pot solution-phase
DNA logic has been developed in which the FRET is turned
“ON” or ”OFF” via isothermal or “on-the-y” removal/addition
of uorophores through toehold-mediated strand invasion23
or by creating multi-FRET pathways via local signaling between
multiple FRET pairs on a DNA scaﬀold.7,24
Rather than designing a new DNA assembly for each inten-
ded logic application or gate as in almost all the previous
examples, it would be useful to have one generalized design that
could provide multiple diﬀerent logic states for an intended
use. This could aid the transitioning of these devices from
primarily in vitro demonstrations to incorporation within infor-
mation processing or “smart” nanosensors that are applied in
situ. Such devices would of necessity need to be highly modular,
easily recongured, and provide a rich diversity of unique spec-
tral proles. Here, we contribute towards this line of develop-
ment with a recongurable triangular, DNA scaﬀold that can
functionally regulate or switch the nanoscale distance between
several donor–acceptor pairs through either assembly participa-
tion, strand displacement or a facile strand invasion process via
annealing. In these structures, a primary organic donor dye
absorbs incident radiation and then distributes this energy to its
one or two neighboring dyes via FRET processes along multiple
possible pathways (Fig. 1). Three distinct DNA-strand lengths can
be inserted during reconguration to adjust the inter-dye donor–
acceptor distances and thereby modify the resultant PL so as to
access high (“ON”) and low (“OFF”) FRET eﬃciency states. It is
this ability to undergo reconguration between devices that
opens the door to one-pot molecular logic. The modularity of the
design is highlighted by creating diﬀerent one, two-, or three
input variants via simple substitutions of one or more strands,
with each having a distinct PL emission prole and together
forming a library of easily accessed photonic Boolean logic gates
(e.g., OR, AND, INHIBIT, etc.).
Results
DNA structure and function
The 3-arm DNA junction that forms our photonic switch is
shown schematically in Fig. 1A. It is assembled using 6 to 9 de
novo synthetic oligonucleotides depending on the conguration
used; for specic DNA sequences see ESI Table SII.† The
structure can be divided into two primary functional compo-
nents: (1) the arms that display the dye molecules and (2) the
linkers that connect the arms to each other. The linkers serve to
bring the diﬀerent arms and their pendant dyes into close
proximity so they can engage in FRET. Photonic switching is
realized by manipulating the linker presence and length and
hence the subsequent separation distances between the dyes,
thereby altering the number of dyes engaged in FRET and their
relative eﬃciency. These latter alterations form the basis for the
resulting molecular logic gates.
The 65 base arms are composed of three unique single-
stranded DNA oligos that are each internally modied at their
center using phosphoramidite chemistry with a diﬀerent uo-
rescent dye molecule, namely, Cy3 (red), Cy3.5 (green) and Cy5
(blue) in Fig. 1. Each dye-containing arm is further stabilized
with a second 32 base capping strand that connects to a 16 base
portion at each of the arm-termini so as to create a hairpin loop
with the dye at the center, see schematic in Fig. 1A(i). Note that
these arms are sometimes referred to by the dye present in their
sequence (i.e., Cy3.5 or Cy3.5 arm) and the subsequent DNA
device by the linker joining them (i.e., L2 switch). Given the
unique sequences of these arms, all three can be assembled in
one pot using a standard annealing or hybridization procedure.
Each “capped” arm-unit is further designed to assemble either
independently or to be connected by one-, two-, or three linker
strands yielding structures with two or three dyes, see Fig. 1A(ii–
iv), respectively. Specically, Linker 1 (L1) joins the Cy3 arm to
the Cy3.5 arm, Linker 2 (L2) joins the Cy3.5 arm to the Cy5 arm,
and Linker 3 (L3) joins the Cy3 arm to the Cy5 arm. The indi-
vidual linker strands, in turn, contain four separate function-
alities within their sequences. Each starts with a 16 base
sequence that is complementary to a single-stranded (ss) part of
one of the three arms (uncapped portion of the hairpin, see
Fig. 1A(i)). The next portion of the sequence serves as a variable
length spacer and has a sequence designed to be non-reactive
with all others. Following the spacer comes another 16 base
sequence that is complementary to the ss-portion of a second
arm, thus facilitating the joining of two arms. The last portion
of the linker is an 8 base toehold that serves to guide a strand
displacement. Full complements for each linker are also avail-
able for use in strand displacement reactions. All sequences are
further designed so as to prevent any undesired pairings
involving 4 or more bases. By connecting the arms using
complementary DNA linkers we realize a minimum of seven
initial arrangements, see Fig. 1A, one linker, two linkers, three
linkers columns. Manipulating the length of the spacer allows
us to expand these arrangements signicantly.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014 RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 48860–48871 | 48861
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The particular spacer lengths examined here are 9, 18, and
27 bases (Fig. 1B) and these place a given donor–acceptor dye
pair at separation lengths that correspond to roughly 0.5  R0,
1.0  R0, and 1.5  R0, respectively; R0 is the Fo¨rster distance
where 50% energy transfer eﬃciency is attained for the dye
pair, see ESI Table SI† for a listing of these. Since the FRET
rate drops as the inverse sixth power of the separation
distance between donor and acceptor, these values allow
estimated energy transfer eﬃciency to be varied over a wide
range from95% to50% to5%.26,27 The control potentially
aﬀorded by this design is illustrated in Fig. 1B where a set of
three distinct linker lengths dictate how the 3 dyes in the DNA
scaﬀold physically interact and this, in turn, determines the
FRET sensitization of the nal Cy5 acceptor. Allowing any one
of the three possible ssDNA linkers (or their absence) to be
used to join (or not) any pair of the three arms gives rise to a
total of 81 (34) diﬀerent 3-arm junction permutations. This
structural diversity translates into distinct FRET-driven
emission proles that, in turn, allow a wide range of
Boolean outputs to be realized as discussed below. By intro-
ducing 8-base toeholds at the midpoints of each of the DNA
arms, we permit the linkers to be removed by strand
displacement,3 thereby allowing the logic operations to be
recongurable.
Fig. 1 Schematic of the reconﬁgurable 3-dye DNA switch. (A) The switch is assembled from separate dye-labeled DNA arms and linker strands.
The arm consists of a centrally dye-labeled single-stranded (ss) sequence that is hybridized to a capping strand at its termini to form a hairpin. The
dyes are shown as red (Cy3), green (Cy3.5), and blue (Cy5). The DNA arms can exist individually without linkers or be joined by the various linkers
into structures containing two (panel ii) or three dyes (panel iii and iv). Linker sequences contain portions that are complementary to the ss
portion of the DNA arms and determine which arms are joined together. Linker 1 (L1) joins the Cy3 arm to the Cy3.5 arm, Linker 2 (L2) joins the
Cy3.5 arm to the Cy5 arm, and Linker 3 (L3) joins the Cy3 arm to the Cy5 arm. In all there are 8 initial switch permutations with the linkers present
or not present. Linker lengths are ﬁxed at 9, 18 and 27 bases (b) as described in the text. (B) Schematic depiction of how using diﬀerent linker
lengths (only 9 and 27 bases shown here) it is possible to switch between diﬀerent permutations of the structures to create uniquely diﬀerent
combinations of lengths between the dyes, which in turn, alter the predicted FRET pathways. Changes in the emission proﬁle of the switch form
the basis for Boolean logic gates. Note the arms are sometimes referred to by the dye present in their sequence (i.e., Cy3.5 arm) and the
subsequent DNA device by the linker joining them (i.e., L2 switch).
48862 | RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 48860–48871 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Spectral overlap, FRET and assembly eﬃciency
Cy3, Cy3.5, and Cy5 are the dyes chosen for this 3-arm DNA
scaﬀold. These dyes have been exploited previously in DNA-
organized FRET-cascade structures providing archival infor-
mation on their performance.34,35 Fig. 2A and B display the
absorption and emission spectra of the dyes as well as the
spectral overlap functions, J(l), for each dye pair, respectively.
The signicant spectral overlaps highlighted in these gures are
the basis for the relatively long R0 values that make all possible
FRET pathways accessible (i.e., Cy3/ Cy3.5 R0¼ 53 A˚, Cy3.5/
Cy5 R0 ¼ 60 A˚, and Cy3/ Cy5 R0 ¼ 54 A˚). Although subsequent
experiments would repeatedly conrm the characteristic donor
dye quenching and concomitant acceptor sensitization expec-
ted for such energy transfer, we initially utilized time-resolved
uorescence to conrm the FRET processes and estimate
FRET eﬃciency E for each interaction. These were found to be
30% for each step at the closest 9 base linker separation and
suﬃcient for our purposes, see Fig. 2C and D. Switching from
these to longer linkers would thus dramatically reduce E within
other congurations.
We also performed initial characterization in order to verify
that the DNA structures assembled and, second, to optimize
buﬀering conditions under which assembly takes place (ESI†).
DNA scaﬀold construction was initially carried out in both 1
Fig. 2 Spectral overlap, lifetime characterization and switching eﬃciency. (A) Spectra showing the normalized absorption and emission of the
dyes used as transmission elements within the switch. Cy3 (green) with a lex. max. of 550 nm, lem. max. of 570 nm, and quantum yield (QY) of 0.15.
Cy3.5 (blue) with a lex. max. of 585 nm, lem. max. of 605 nm and QY of 0.15. Cy5 (orange) with a lex. max. of 649 nm, lem. max. of 670 nm and QY of
0.28. (B) Spectral overlap function corresponding to each dye pair. Fo¨rster distance R0 for each donor/acceptor dye pair are Cy3/ Cy3.5¼ 53
A˚, Cy3/Cy5¼ 54 A˚ and Cy3.5/Cy5¼ 60 A˚. (C) Normalized excited-state lifetime plots of Cy3 (sAvg.¼ 1.30 ns) alone andwhen assembledwith
Cy3.5 (sAvg. ¼ 0.92 ns, FRET eﬃciency E ¼ 31%) and with Cy3.5–Cy5 (sAvg. ¼ 0.75 ns, E ¼ 42%). (D) Left: normalized excited-state lifetime plots of
Cy3 (sAvg.¼ 1.30 ns) alone and when assembled with Cy5 (sAvg.¼ 0.90 ns, E¼ 31%). Right: normalized excited-state lifetime plots of Cy3.5 (sAvg.¼
2.12 ns) alone and when assembled with Cy5 (sAvg.¼ 1.47 ns, E¼ 31%). 9 base linkers were used for these constructs. (E) (i) Schematic highlighting
switching between the 9 base linker present and the linker removed produced through toehold exchange and reintroduction by rapid re-
annealing. (ii) The spectra corresponding to one on-oﬀ-on cycle. There is loss in the Cy5 signal upon re-annealing but there is still clear
distinction between on and oﬀ. (iii) Four cycles of toehold exchange and rapid re-annealing with the same structure/sample. The switch does
undergo a decay but still has reasonable on/oﬀ characteristics even at 4 cycles. Error bars represent the standard deviation of at least n ¼ 3
experiments.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014 RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 48860–48871 | 48863
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Tris acetate EDTA (TAE) containing Mg2+ or monovalent salt
buﬀer (i.e., phosphate buﬀer saline or PBS – 137 mM NaCl, 10
mMphosphate 2.7 mMKCl, pH 7.4), inmuch the same way as
done previously.35,36 Gel electropherograms indicated that the
switch structure is more eﬃciently formed with 1 TAE/MgCl2
and this was employed in all subsequent work (ESI†). Satised
with initial formation eﬃciency, we began assembling struc-
tures and testing both their switching and molecular logic
capabilities. Experiments started with the simplest functional
structures, i.e., single input logic (in ESI†), and increased in
complexity to two- and then three-input devices along with
evaluating switching in certain examples. All samples were
assembled/hybridized to 0.5 mM nal concentration and uo-
rescent spectra collected as indicated in the Experimental.
Switch cycling
The potential of the DNA scaﬀold system to cycle oﬀ and then
switch back to the original state repeatedly was evaluated using
isothermal toehold-mediated strand invasion to remove a linker
(i.e., switch to OFF) followed by a rapid annealing protocol to
reintroduce the linker (i.e., switch to ON), see Experimental. In
Fig. 2E(i), the appropriate linker puts the L3 switch in the ON
state, and it can be switched OFF by adding the complementary
ssDNA and allowing suﬃcient mixing/agitation time to displace
the linker (10 min at room temperature). Representative PL
spectra associated with the L3 switch as it is toggled from the
ON (linker present) state to OFF (linker absent) using
isothermal strand displacement and back to ON using the rapid
anneal are shown in Fig. 2E(ii). The ON/OFF switching is found
experimentally not to be entirely reversible, with the PL ratio for
the ON state dropping oﬀ and disappearing aer about 4 cycles,
see Fig. 2E(iii). This behavior likely arises from multiple factors
with each contributing to a diﬀerent extent. First, we interrogate
the sample at 10 min and do not wait for an extended time to
potentially allow for equilibrium to be reached in these typically
slow reactions; the latter time would also get progressively
longer with each toggle. Second, there is the persistent presence
and increasing concentration of competing strands in the
sample which were not added in large excess. Third, thermo-
dynamically it is more favorable to remove a strand by
displacement than it is to reintroduce one and this can be
exacerbated with increased cycles of the same removal and
reintroduction. Although not achieving perfect eﬃciency and
reversibility, the performance is still useful for reconguration
given that the entire process occurs in one pot, and with no
intervening washing or ltration steps implemented to remove
the competing complement. Moreover, switching from “ON” to
“OFF” occurs isothermally by strand displacement alone and is
clearly transduced by FRET during four sequential cycles using
short reaction times. Intensive optimization of these sequences
could help mitigate some of these issues.
Two-input logic
Increasing in complexity, we next implemented two-input logic
by introducing a third arm and dye as illustrated in Fig. 3A–C(i).
Two logical inputs are now represented by the presence/absence
of two 9 base linkers, namely, any two of L1, L2 and L3. These
three linkers can be used to create three diﬀerent 3-arm, 2-
linker switches: L1–L2 (where Cy3/Cy3.5 and Cy3.5/Cy5 are
linked by L1 and L2, respectively, Fig. 3A(i)); L2–L3 (where
Cy3.5/Cy5 and Cy3/Cy5 are linked by L2 and L3, respectively,
Fig. 3B(i)); and L1–L3 (where Cy3/Cy3.5 and Cy3/Cy5 are linked
by L1 and L3, respectively, Fig. 3C(i)). Furthermore, each 3-dye/
arm structure can accept four distinct input states by elimi-
nating all linkers for input state (0,0), removing one linker for
input states (0,1) and (1,0), or by using both linkers for input
state (1,1). Inclusion of the additional dye makes the resulting
PL spectra slightly more complicated (see representative spectra
in Fig. 4A–C(i)) since the Cy3 dye can now act as a FRET donor to
both Cy3.5 and Cy5 while the Cy3.5 can serve as both a FRET
relay and a donor for Cy5. These factors translate into an
expanded range of possibilities for logic, including that two
independent outputs become possible, e.g., the acceptor/donor
PL ratios Cy3.5/Cy3 and Cy5/Cy3. Focusing on the Cy3.5/Cy3
ratio as the output, we convert to Boolean logic levels by
imposing respective thresholds of 0.8, 0.6, and 0.6 on the L1–L2,
L2–L3, and L1–L3 scaﬀolds. This results in the three two-input,
one-output logic gates implementing INHIBIT and OR func-
tions as described next. All thresholds used here and subse-
quently were determined to be statistically signicant and were
greater than three times the standard deviation of the replicate
average value(s) used to set the value.
An INHIBIT gate combines AND and NOT to produce an ON
output when one input is present and the other absent.37 Our
implementations use either the L1–L2 scaﬀold or the L2–L3
scaﬀold, and these designs are non-commutative (INHIBIT 1 &
INHIBIT 2, Fig. 3A and B(ii)) with the NOT function residing
within Input 1 (L1) for INHIBIT 1 and Input 2 (L2) for INHIBIT 2.
The truth table output for INHIBIT 1 contains an ON/1 value
only when L1 connects the Cy3 and Cy3.5 dye and the L2 that is
used to connect the Cy3.5 and Cy5 dyes is absent. This linker–
DNA arm conguration permits Cy3/ Cy3.5 FRET while Cy3.5
/ Cy5 FRET is turned down (low eﬃciency primarily due to
solution phase interactions which follow a Stern–Volmer
quenching process),10,26,27,34,35 this leads to a signicant Cy3.5/
Cy3 peak PL ratio (1.1 versus the 0.8 threshold) in Fig. 3A(ii).
Likewise, INHIBIT 2 contains an ON/1 value only when L3
connects the Cy3 and Cy5 dye and L2 is absent. This congu-
ration permits Cy3 / Cy5 FRET while Cy3.5 / Cy5 FRET is
turned down which leads to a signicant Cy3.5/Cy3 ratio (0.85
versus the 0.6 threshold) and an ON value for the (0,1) input of
the INHIBIT 2 truth table (Fig. 3B(ii and iii)). Similarly, the L1–
L3 scaﬀold can be used to produce an OR gate (Fig. 3C) which
veries the presence of any input and produces an ON output
when at least one input is ON. OR gate outputs are signicant
when either or both L1 or L3 linkers are present. When L1 is
present and L3 is not, input (1,0), Cy3 / Cy3.5 FRET occurs
while Cy3/ Cy5 FRET is low – producing a signicant Cy3.5/
Cy3 peak ratio (1.1 versus the 0.6 threshold) as energy is
transferred to Cy3.5. A similar result is obtained for input (0,1)
as the presence of Linker L3 and absence of L1 permits Cy3/
Cy5 FRET only, which reduces Cy3 emission yielding a signi-
cant Cy3.5/Cy3 peak ratio (0.85). Likewise when both L1 and
48864 | RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 48860–48871 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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L3 linkers are present, a signicant Cy3.5/Cy3 peak ratio (1.60)
is obtained since both Cy3/ Cy3.5 FRET and Cy3/ Cy5 FRET
occur which increases the Cy3.5 emission while simultaneously
reducing Cy3 emission. The capability of producing two distinct
INHIBIT gates as well as an OR gate demonstrates the versatility
of the 3-arm 2-linker DNA scaﬀolds to alter FRET pathways
through linker/arm rearrangement.
The two-input logic system can also be recongured with two
diﬀerent schemes to accomplish this considered here. The rst
uses rapid anneal and strand displacement to switch between
the possible input congurations within a single structure, in
this instance the L1–L3 OR gate (Fig. 4A(i)). As portrayed in
Fig. 4A(ii), formation of the output mirrors the logic executed by
the individual state formation method above. Secondly,
switching from one gate structure to another is possible, as in
Fig. 4B where the L1–L2 INHIBIT 1 gate is transformed into the
L1–L3 OR gate. This transformation process requires 5 distinct
steps: (1) initial formation of L2; (2) addition of L1 via rapid
annealing – this corresponds to the (1,1) state of INHIBIT 1; (3)
removal of the L2 strand through strand displacement by L2
complement which completes the nal input for the INHIBIT
gate – this corresponds to the (1,0) state of both the INHIBIT 1
and the OR gate and they can be considered to share similar
values; (4) addition of the L3 strand via rapid annealing, and (5)
removal of L1 through strand displacement. Output ratios and
corresponding input states of each step (numbers above the
plotted bar values) are shown in Fig. 4B(ii). The null input (0,0)
with no linkers present is the same for both structures and does
not change during formation.
Characterization of 3-dye spectral signature and keypad lock
Having examined the 3-arm scaﬀold with one and two linkers
present, we continue to the more complex case when all three
DNA linkers (L1, L2, and L3) are included. The allowed FRET
processes are again Cy3/ Cy3.5, Cy3.5/ Cy5, and Cy3/ Cy5.
To further enrich the logic space, we allow the length of the
linkers to be varied across the full complement of 9, 18, and 27
bases so as to diﬀerentially alter the FRET eﬃciency between
the connected dyes. This gives rise to 27 unique 3-dye structures
Fig. 3 Three-arm two input device. (A–C) (i) Schematics showing the three diﬀerent three-arm (3 dye) structures as each is joined by their
indicated two linkers (inputs, 9 bases length) along with representative spectra collected for each permutation of linker presence/absence. Linker
1 and Linker 2 are toggled (i.e., measured in each of their present and absent states) in (A); Linker 2 and Linker 3 are toggled in (B); and Linker 1 and
Linker 3 are toggled in (C). The composite spectra of each input state is shown (blue) along with the deconvolved spectra for the Cy3 (orange),
Cy3.5 (grey), and Cy5 (yellow) emission. (ii) For each switch in (A–C), the ratios of the peak intensity of Cy3.5 to Cy3 are plotted and used as the
values to determine the output signature. Thresholds assigned to each are indicated by the black dashed line. Values above the threshold are
converted into the Boolean logic state of ON/1 while those below are OFF/0. (iii) Corresponding circuit diagrams and truth tables for the
individual logic gates consisting of INHIBIT 1, INHIBIT 2, and OR, for (A–C), respectively. Error bars represent the standard deviation of at least n¼
3 experiments.
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having distinct PL spectra that can be converted into the two
independent peak emission ratios of Cy3.5/Cy3 and Cy5/Cy3
and a third peak ratio of Cy5/Cy3.5, which represents the
quotient of the other ratios, see tabulated data in Fig. 5A.
This level of spectral diversity suggests that this iteration
could be applied as a photonic keypad lock.30,32 Such locks are a
unique class of gate or logic that are only activated by a specic
sequence of photonic signals (inputs) or optical “passwords”. In
this case, a 3 input, 27 combination photonic keypad lock can
be created where a user could input 27 possible combinations of
input linkers and monitor/select for the correct 3 output emis-
sion ratios in the correct order. A statistically signicant
threshold value of 1.2 is used to distinguish peak emission ratio
values above the threshold as ON and those below as OFF. The
keypad lock is turned on when the three peak emission ratios
are ON and achieved in the correct input order. In this scenario,
the L1(9b)–L2(27b)–L3(9b) input sequence would be the only
input sequence that opens the lock, see boxed data in Fig. 5A.
Fig. 5B displays the outputs in a plot where the emission
ratios Cy3.5/Cy3 and Cy5/Cy3 are the ordinate and abscissa,
respectively, and the slope of each point represents the third
ratio. This plot can be used to highlight the underlying FRET
dynamics involved in each particular case by subdividing the
plane into sectors in which diﬀerent FRET process(es) are
dominant. The alternative depiction in Fig. 5C is a ternary plot
in which a given point reveals the percentage of total output
arising from each dye. Both of these plots underscore the
spectral richness and the level of control aﬀorded by the three
linkers in the 3-dye construct with most (though not all) of the
physically realizable PL space being accessible.
Three-input logic gates
The 3-arm, 3-linker DNA scaﬀold can also be operated as a logic
gate in both static and recongurable modes. With three linkers
involved, such gates have 8 (23) input conditions. See Fig. 6A for
a schematic of the switch and representative spectra collected
from the indicated L1(9b)–L2(9b)–L3(27b) conguration.
Within this same structure, we can realize an INHIBIT, Enabled
OR, or AND gate by monitoring a particular peak PL emission
ratio, viz., Cy3.5/Cy3 (Fig. 6B), Cy5/Cy3.5 (Fig. 6C), or Cy5/Cy3
(Fig. 6D), respectively, and setting the threshold appropriately
to ensure that it falls outside of the standard deviation of each
data point (ESI Table SIII†). The Enabled OR gate combines the
functions of an OR gate with Input1 (L1) and Input2 (L2) and an
AND gate for Input3 (L3). In other words, the output will only be
ON when either L1 or L2 is present together with L3.37,38 The
deconvolved spectra of this gate (Fig. 6A) show the distinct PL
obtained for each input combination where the inset numbers
refer to the presence/absence of the linkers, e.g., input (0,1,0)
means that L1(9b) linker is absent, L2(9b) is present, and
L3(27b) is absent. To convert to Boolean output, a threshold of
1.0 was assigned for all three gates creating, for example, the
solitary ON output for the INHIBIT gate (1,0,1) in Fig. 6B. The
Fig. 4 Switching of three-arm two input device. (A) Switch cycling with two linkers (inputs – 9 base length) using the rapid annealing and strand
displacement protocols to toggle between the diﬀerent input/output conﬁgurations within the OR gate. (i) Shows a schematic of the switching
along with the spectra associated with each state. The composite spectra of each input state is shown (blue) along with the deconvolved spectra
for the Cy3 (orange), Cy3.5 (grey), and Cy5 (yellow) emission. (ii) Presents the OR circuit diagram, Cy3.5/Cy3 ratio values with a threshold of 0.6
and corresponding truth table. Values above the threshold are converted into the Boolean logic state of ON/1 while those below are OFF/0. (B(i))
Reconﬁguration between the INHIBIT 1 gate and the OR gate shown schematically with the corresponding circuit diagrams below. Note this
schematic only shows switches in the (1,1) state. (ii) The Cy3.5/Cy3 ratios for each state measured is shown along with the corresponding
threshold plot for each gate. The orange bars are associated with the INHIBIT gate while the green bars are associated with the OR gate. The
output ratios and corresponding input states for each of the ﬁve switch steps are indicated as numbers in (B(ii)). The 00 condition (black) is taken
from the static formation and included as a reference. Error bars represent the standard deviation of at least n ¼ 3 experiments.
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uniform threshold, while not ideal for each gate individually,
demonstrates how the 3-arm, 3-linker DNA scaﬀold can be used
to create three distinct logic gates by monitoring 3 distinct peak
emission ratios while utilizing the same linker lengths – a logic
scenario that diﬀers from our previous logic gates in which
diﬀerent gates resulted from using diﬀerent linkers.
We also demonstrate switching with this same scaﬀold by
reconguring from an Enabled OR gate that contains the
linkers L1(9b)–L2(9b)–L3(27b) to one in which L2 has 18 bases
yielding an INHIBIT gate, see schematic in Fig. 7A. Note, that
since only one length is changing during this switch, 4 of the 8
input congurations remain the same. The switching is eﬀected
by rst using the L2(9b) complement for strand displacement
and then reassembling with the L2(18b) linker via rapid
annealing. To highlight the diﬀerences between the gates, the
Cy3.5/Cy3 PL ratio outputs of the initial Enabled OR formation
(1) and the switched INHIBIT formation (2) are shown together
in Fig. 7B. This is added to the individually formed data for the
permutations that do not change (black) to create the corre-
sponding individual peak PL ratio outputs, circuit diagrams
and truth tables for each gate (Fig. 7C). The Boolean data is
converted using the same threshold of 1.0 as used previously for
the individually formed states. In this switch scenario, we
clearly see how changing just a single linker length (L2) from 9
to 18 bases can dramatically reduce the output of the 110 and
111 condition states.
Discussion and conclusions
If molecular logic devices based on active DNA structures are to
become practical they must be standardized into a basic
design(s) with common parts and the exibility to accommo-
date a variety of diﬀerent gates/logic states and congurations
that can be accessed in a facile manner for a given set of
Fig. 5 Characterization of three-dye spectral signatures. (A) Peak ratios of all 27 structural variations using the three 9-, 18-, and 27 base linker
lengths. Each variation is assigned an alphabetical descriptor. The matched colors of each letter and the linker size combination correspond to
the sector headings in plot (B). For each of the peak ratios listed, the numbers in red indicate an ON/1 state versus a designated threshold of 1.2.
The numbers in red that are outlined indicate the unique combination of 3 ON states present in a potential keypad logic system. (B) A plot of the
Cy3.5/Cy3 ratio versus the Cy5/Cy3 ratio. The ratio of Cy5/Cy3.5 is given as the slope of each point assuming it to be a vector with an intercept at
the origin (0,0). The boundaries of the six sectors or areas are deﬁned by each of the ratios being equal to 1. The headings for each of the ﬁve
areas in which the data falls indicates which FRET pathway is dominant or not. (C) Alternative ternary plot of the spectral data showing the relative
contribution of each dye to the overall spectral area. For simplicity, peak heights are used in plots B and C. Error bars represent the standard
deviation of at least n ¼ 3 experiments.
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targeted applications. Here, we present an initial foray towards
this goal with a triangular, optically-active DNA nanostructure
involving three dyes (Cy3, Cy3.5, and Cy5) that have the requi-
site spectral overlap with one another and are able to engage in
eﬃcient FRET. Our design modularity allowed a range of single-
stranded linker lengths (9, 18 and 27 bases) to be utilized to join
the dye-containing arms providing for 81 diﬀerent congura-
tions that exhibited a wide range of FRET eﬃciencies and
spectral outputs. This originates directly from the control one
has over the underlying FRET eﬃciency between each of the
donor–acceptor dye pairs. The richness of this space allows a
variety of distinct molecular logic gates to be realized having
one-, two-, or three-inputs and distinct output channels (e.g.,
AND, INHIBIT and OR). While these gates are quite primitive
from the perspective of semiconductor-based logic or signal
processing, they do have much potential for complex multi-
input sensing, for example, allowing for the detection of all
three inputs simultaneously (AND) or the exclusion of one and
the presence of another (INHIBIT). The functionality of this
system is further exploited through the use of toehold-mediated
strand displacement and annealing. By removal of one set of
DNA linkers and rapid reintroduction of new linkers in a single
pot scenario, switching between diﬀerent input states was
demonstrated. Furthermore, we could switch between two
entirely diﬀerent gates. There are other simple logic gates that
should be easily attainable with this structure including vari-
ants such as 2 input, 3 output AND gates and similar variants.37
While our eﬀort did not cover all possible permutations, these
Fig. 6 Three-input logic gates. (A) Schematic of the L1(9b)–L2(9b)–L3(27b) 3-dye structure representing a three input logic scheme where the
output is the ratio of one of the three deconvolved peaks heights with respect to another. Representative composite and deconvolved spectra for
each logic permutation in which the linkers represent the on/oﬀ input states are also shown. Composite spectra (blue) along with the
deconvolved spectra for the Cy3 (orange), Cy3.5 (grey), and Cy5 (yellow) emission are plotted for each. Peak PL ratio outputs with a threshold of 1,
circuit diagrams and truth tables corresponding to the individual (B) INHIBIT 2 (blue – Cy3/Cy3.5), (C) Enabled OR (orange – Cy5/Cy3.5) and (D)
AND (green – Cy5/Cy3) logic gates are shown in (B–D), respectively.
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illustrative cases demonstrate the potential of a relatively
simple DNA-based design to function in a sophisticated manner
and produce a variety of increasingly complex logic elements
within an optically driven system. We also realize that for
translation to actual devices, more rigid choices in threshold
standards may have to be implemented to account for the
challenges of a particular application environment.
Exploiting multiFRET processes in molecular logic devices
provides several inherent benets. Although not fully explored
here, a higher level of spectral complexity can be easily accessed
just by changing the excitation wavelengths and/or the peak PLs
monitored. Indeed, the latter strategy was demonstrated for
producing diﬀerent gates with the same three-input structures.
One limitation of this system as implemented here is that there
is considerable direct excitation of Cy3.5 when exciting the Cy3
dye. We also realize that Cy3 / Cy3.5 / Cy5 is a viable
multistep FRET process and occurs here to some extent. The
presence and extent of this process could contribute to
enhancing the signal richness, however, for brevity we do not
deconvolve and process the data to this depth. We treat the
system as having three distinct one-step FRET processes rather
than four and account for direct excitation contributions
through spectral decomposition. In terms of increasing the
number of accessible channels, it is quite feasible to extend this
structure to incorporate another arm/dye. This could be easily
accommodated within the present design and would provide
access to a signicantly larger repertoire of spectral diversity.
Potential dyes that could be utilized include uorescein or Alexa
Fluor 488 in the role of an initial donor and Cy5.5 or Alexa Fluor
700 as terminal acceptors.35,39 These two dyes would provide
new optical channels and extend the dye emission over a larger
portion of the spectrum as opposed to “tting in” another dye
emission/channel within the currently monitored spectral
range. Increasing both the number of dye-labeled arms and
linker inputs by four or ve would also expand the available
diversity to a potential total of 256 (44) or 625 (54) diﬀerent DNA
scaﬀold permutations, respectively, with the same number of
discrete length linkers. Increasing the number of linker length
options may concomitantly increase these estimated values
exponentially, although not all of these permutations would
manifest a unique spectral signature. On/oﬀ values could
potentially be altered by utilizing diﬀerent dyes to provide
spectral overlap such that the magnitude of the ratio changes
become larger with structural rearrangements. For example,
replacing one of the current dyes such as Cy3 with Alexa Fluor
488 would provide potential access to other logic gates by
minimizing the direct excitation of downstream dyes and thus
increasing or otherwise altering threshold values.
Another exciting possibility is that of assembling such
devices on photonically-active nanoparticles such as quantum
Fig. 7 Three-input logic gate switching. (A) Schematic of switching between the logic states of EnabledOR L1(9b)–L2(9b)–L3(27b) and INHIBIT 1
L1(9b)–L2(18b)–L3(27b) with strand displacement and rapid annealing. This requires the addition of the L2 9 base complement and the L2 18 base
linker to switch from one structure to the other. (B) Peak Cy3.5/Cy3 PL ratio outputs for the initial Enabled OR structure 1 (blue) and the switched
INHIBIT 1 structure 2 (orange). (C) Individual peak PL ratio outputs with a threshold of 1, circuit diagrams and truth tables corresponding to the
indicated logic function. The bars in black designate permutation that are the same between the two structures.
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dots.31,32 Here the quantum dot would act as both a central
nanoplatform to coordinate the arrangement of multiple DNA
assemblies and as a potent initial FRET donor that can signif-
icantly minimize direct excitation contributions to the various
acceptors.35,40 The latter point would also help increase the
magnitude of on/oﬀ ratio changes. Incorporation of long-
lifetime metal chelate donors such as Tb into such congura-
tions also oﬀers access to a unique time component which
could further augment device complexity.31,32,40,41 Advances in
active DNA structures along with available FRET materials and
techniques42 are going to provide numerous opportunities to
create sophisticated molecular logic nanoscale machines and
perhaps these may transition into congurations that see
practical application as smart light harvesters for powering
nanoscale machines, along with biosensors and theranostic
devices.43–52
Experimental
DNA
Oligonucleotides used in these experiments consisted of de novo
synthetic sequences which are listed in ESI Table SII.† These
were obtained from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT, Coral-
ville, IA) or Biosynthesis (Lewisville, TX) internally labeled using
phosphoramidite chemistry andHPLC puried or, alternatively,
unlabeled and desalted.
Structure assembly
All structures as well as the individually-formed state congu-
rations were assembled at a nal concentration of 0.5 mM in 1
Tris acetate EDTA (TAE) supplemented with 12.5 mM MgCl2.
Mixed oligos were then annealed in an Eppendorf Mastercycler
thermal cycler. Standard annealing conditions were 95 C for 5
min with a 1 C ramp down per minute until 4 C was reached.
Isothermal toehold-mediated strand displacement was used to
remove a linker, i.e., switching to an OFF position (Fig. 2E, 4 and
7), was carried out by adding an equimolar quantity of the
complement to the linker that was to be removed. This reaction
was allowed to proceed at room temperature using gentle
agitation for 10 minutes. To reintroduce a linker in these
conguration, i.e., subsequently switching to an ON position, a
rapid annealing protocol was used in which the new strand was
added in the same equimolar concentration, and the sample
was placed on the thermal cycler. Samples were heated to 75 C
for 1 min and ramped down 1 C every 20 s until a nal
temperature of 4 C is reached. The total time for this was about
25min. The forward and reverse switch cycle is than a coupled
process consisting of an isothermal strand displacement fol-
lowed by a rapid annealing protocol for reintroduction of the
linker. Fluorescence is read at the end of each step.
Data collection and analysis
Spectral data was collected on a Tecan Innite M1000 dual
monochromator multifunction plate reader equipped with a
xenon ash lamp (Tecan, Research Triangle Park, NC) typically
using 515 nm excitation with data recorded over an emission
range of 530–800 nm. Raw spectra were then deconvolved to
produce the individual donor and sensitized acceptor compo-
nents and these were converted into peak ratios by dividing the
intensity of the acceptor by the donor for a given FRET pair
value at the prescribed output maximum for each dye used, see
ESI Table SI.† Unless otherwise indicated, ratios obtained were
Cy3.5/Cy3 and Cy5/Cy3. Using deconvolved peak areas returned
essentially the same ratios when selectively tested (data not
shown). All experiments were run in triplicate with averaged
data reported. Plots of these ratios were then used to select
thresholds to dene the logic levels for a particular gate with a
minimum 10% diﬀerence between the OFF and the ON levels.
In some data sets it was possible to obtain more than one gating
function depending on where the threshold was set or the
structure spectrally monitored. Excited-state uorescent life-
time data was collected and analyzed as described in ref. 53–55.
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